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Abstract

conceptual schema should be designed for a

A data warehouse is a conceptuai repository that
collects information from one or more data sources
and provides a schema that allows this repository
to be queried by users of the warehouse. The di_fficuities in designi.ng a schema for a data warehouse
whose member databases are multimedia databases

requirements, and the heterogeneous schemas of the
member databases. In this paper, two possible mod.els for the schema of a data warehouse composed of
multimedia database systems - the Markov Model
Mediator (MMM) mechanism and an object-oriented
data model - are compa.red based on some design issues. The comparative analysis shows that the proposed MMM mechanism provides a better schema
for a data warehouse than a.n object-oriented data
model.

1 Introduction
Data warehousing employs database technologies

foi

storing and mainta^rning data. I" [4], a data
is defined to be a subject-oriented, inte-

wa^rehouse

grated, time.varying, non-volatile collection of data.
data warehouse does not create value by itseif;
val.ue comes from the data in the warehouse
[8]. In
other words, data warehouses are built in the interests of business decision support and contain a
summary of historical data from a number of operational databases [5]. Many queries over data wa.rehouses require surnmary datathat can be supported
by the conceptuai schemas (or views) of the data

A

warehouses. To speed up query processing, a proper
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A data warehouse

consists of one or more dah
sources with heterogeneous schemas. A uniform access mechanism

are mainly caused by the highly diverse nature of
multimedia data, a very wide range of mu-ltimedia

data

warehouse since the performance of a querv depends
on how the schema is imoiemented.

to heterogeneous information

tic
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stored

tic

access
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methods should be provided to fuifitt users' requests
for readable and usefirl information. F\.r.rthermore,
the schema of a data warehouse for a multimedia information system should have the ability to model
a variety of multimedia data in terms of their structures, behaviors, a.nd functions.

ni

in

databases

with different data modeis and

In our previous studies [6, fl, we proposed a
Markoa Model Mediotor (MMM) mechanism that
can serve as the schema of a data warehouse. Another possible model for a data warehouse schema
is the object-oriented data model. In this paper, we
perform a comparative analysis between the MMM
mechanism and the object-oriented data modei based
on some issues relevant to the design of a data warehouse. The comparative analysis shows that our pro
pose<i iviiviir{ meciranism provicies more funciionaliiy
than an object-oriented data model when it is used
to model the schema of a data warehouse for a mul-

timedia information system.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, the proposed MMM mechanism is briefly introduced. Section 3 presents the comparative analysis between the MMM mechanism and the objectoriented data model. Conclusions are presented in
Section 4-
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The Markov Model Mediator
(MMM) Mechanism
The proposed Morkoo Model Mediotor (MMM)
ism adopts the Morkou Modelfranework and
mdiotor concept. [9] defines a mediator to be a
am that collects information from one or more
processes and combines it, and exports the
ine information. A Markov model is a wellmathematical construct that consists of
number of states connected by transitions. The
represent the alternatives of the stochastic
and the transitions contain probabilistic and
used to determine the state that should
data
,otber
.be selected next. All transitions Si -+ Si such that
Pr(Si I St) > 0 are said to be allowed, the rest are
prohibited.
There a.re two types of MMMs. Each database is
modeled as a local MMM and each data warehouse
'is
modeled as an integrated MMM. The compact notation l=(5, f , A,B,fI,V), where 5 is a set of media
objects called states, f is a set of attributes/features,
y4, denotes the state transition probability distribution, B is the observation symbol probability distri-

i

bution, II is the initial state probability distribution, and t[ is a set of augmented traasition networks (AINs), is adopted for the MMM mechanism. The formulations of. A,B, and II for an MMM
'and the construction of the data warehouses for

a network of databases a.re shown in [6, 7]. The
augmented transition network (ATN) is a semantic
model used to model multimedia presentations, multimedia database searching, and multimedia browsing. For the details of ATNs, please see [1, 2].

3

Comparative Analysis

The following subsections discuss some of the capabilities inherent in the MMM medranism and the
object-oriented data models wheu they are used to
model the schema of a data warehouse in a multime'
dia information system.

implementation techniques for inter-model mappings
are inevitably needed if an object-oriented data
model is used to model the schema of a warehouse.
Inter-model mappings invoive schema translation or
schema transformation, which introduce overhead to

the warehouse. In addition to data, methods also
need to be integrated. For exanple, the definition
of methods on a warehouse schema should involve
the reuse of behavior implemented in the member
databases. Pre-existing method definitions at the
member database level can be seen as sub-routines

of methods at the warehouse level. Issues include
dealing with equivalences and discrepancies between
the methods defined in diferent member databases'
On the other hand, the proposed iutegrated
MMMs support schema i:rdependence. The only information required from each member database is its
media objects and their attributes/features. A local

MMM is constructed for each member database and
the semantic relationships among the media objects
within the database are captured in that local MMM.
An integrated MMM is then constructed from the
Iocal MMMs of the member databases. As long as
each data model of a member database provides the

defining classes (tables) and their corresponding sets
of features (attributes), the semantic relationships
can be 6ainlainsd in an integrated MMM without
mapping between schemas. In other words, schema
autonomy can be preserved as much as possible and
schema independence can be supported by using the

MMM 6ss[enis6.

In order to construct the schema of a data ware'
house and exiract information from the warehouse,
there is a need to conceptually merge databases.
Here, the object-oriented data model and the MMM
mechrnism are compaxed when each of them is se'
lected to model the schema of the warehouse, as
shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1(a), the schema of
the relational database needs to be translated into
an object-oriented schema if an object-oriented data
model is &osen as the schema of the warehouse. As
depicted by the big dashed eilipse, it takes thee
steps to tra^nslate a relational schema into an objectoriented se.hema. The three steps are as follows [3]:

L. Step J.' relatiou

3.1

Schema Independence SuPPort
'

'i

2. Step 2: foreign key
.

In object-oriented data models, user requests are
method calls. Ideally, the application views would
have a full set of generic methods thatiarg .rmple'
mented it terms of methods of objects acrosb uiultipie d.atabase schemas. While thesti:gbueric method" *" needed, they are difficult;:,idizuppgrt.;be'
; aooiuaa'Gt"E""!!"
cause resources axe
"fr*Hence, the semantici'"'and
same object formalism.

,i

:'-

class

+

association attribute

3: *** relationship + inheritance
For details of the translation steps, please see [3].
After the schema translation process, the rela3.

Step

tional database can be viewed via an object-oriented
schema. Since the other member database in this
eca.mple is an object-oriented database, there is no
need for further schema translation. Both the translated object-oriented schema and the object-oriented
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On the other hanci, database axtonomy carr be
easily maintained by using ihe \,{NII,I mecha164
No member ciatabase needs ro expose ail of irs information to its integrated scherna; instead. oniy higher
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Figure 1: Conceptual merge of a relational database
and an object-oriented database if (a) an objectoriented data modei or (b) the lIIvIlvI mechanism
serves as the schema of the dara warehouse.
member database are the inpurs to the merge process, as shown in the small dashed ellipse in Figure 1(a). The merge process requires the resolution
of semantic conflicts that occur among the member
databases in order to extract information from the

data warehouse.
On the other hand, the proposed MMIvI mechanism supports schemaindependence. In other words,
there is Do need to execute the schema translation
process for the member databases. As shown in
Figure 1(b), the relational database and the objectoriented database enter the merge process without
undergoing any schema translation processes. The

MMM mechanism still

needs to resolve any semantic

conflicts among the member databxes in the merge
process.

3.2

Database AutonomyPreservation

As mentioned earJ.ier, an object-oriented data
model is schema-dependent when it is used to model
the schema of a data warehouse, so those member databases whose schemas are not object-oriented
must have their schemas trauslated before the conceptual merge. To allow this, the member databases

Nlost of the current object-oriente<i data

mod-

els do not have the necessar-/ isunctionaiity to sup-

port multimedia dat,a. In current object-oriented
data models, relationship semantics do not exist;
only simple composition, which describes associations without iemporal or spatial structures, edst.
Spatial and/or temporal relationships can be expressed by augmenting standard relationships with
additional methods and classes in object-oriented
data models. . The augmented classes and methods
manipulate multimedia data within the database as

typed objects. However, they generally provide a
very limited set of oprions, so multimedia daia cannot be easiiy queried, reused, or supported by the
underiying multirrtedi a databas e m anag ernent sy stem
(MDBMS) without representable spatial and temporal structures. In addition, the current objectoriented data models tend to provide simpie cla.ss
structures rather than a comolex muitimedia framework.

On rhe other hand, our proposed l'{}u{l'{ mechanism supports the spatial and/or temporai reiationships, synchronization, and Quality of Ser-uice (QoS)
controis necessary for multimedia presentations. In
the MMM mechanism, the spatialftemporal relaiionships of the multimedia presentations are maintained
by the ATNs associated with the media objects. The
input of an ATN is a multimedia input string which
can capture the spatial and temporai relationships of
multimedia data a.nd provide a means to query the
multimedia data [1, 2].
I
I
I
!
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Conclusions

and Databose Systems, pp. 30-37, Dec. 17-19,
1998.

h

this paper, we compared the proposed MMM
jrechanism to the object-oriented data models for
use as the schema of a data warehouse in a multime'
dia iaformation system. The functionality of such a
nultimedia data warehouse considered here iaciudes
schema independence support, database autonomy
preservation, and multimedia data modeling for the
heterogeneous muitimedia member databases. Our
, comparative anaiysis shows that when used to model
a data warehouse schema, the proposed MMM mechanism provides more capabilities than the objectoriented data model for the functionality considered.
Therefore, the MMM mechanism better serves as a
model for a data warehouse schema in a multimedia
information system.
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